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Foreword

Nhlanhla Mazibuko
Founder & CEO

We are living in times when all that's needed
from us is doing what's right not what's easy.
A time when we stand up against everything
that's wrong despite how impossible the
mission may seem.

This company and the mission it serves is
really one of the hardest ones any
organization can undertake. The challenges
are great and yes we might see more around
the world taking the same journey but for
ours, considering our location with reference
to the rest of the globe, it's truly unheard of. 

But we believe that what we doing is
necessary as we've seen from the
partnerships we've formed, the team we
have, including those who offer us the little
time they have to help us finally bring a
South African EV to market. 01

Our mission is greater than us or than just
building a South African electric vehicle. We
are driven by the goal of speeding up the
world's transition from internal combustion
engine vehicles to those that are emission-
free. 

The fight against global warming and the use
of our finite resources is no longer a problem
of the distant future but a threat of today.
We all have to come together and change
the trajectory of human civilization and how
we use energy and transportation.

I hope this document serves as an insight
into our organization, our commitment to
transparency and help us make you part of
our overall mission
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Mission for the Previous Year
Our mission for 2020, a year which was like no other was to get started and form a company that
would make play a role in our efforts to move away from fossil fuels to a clean mobility solution. 

 
We were looking to get our foot into the automotive industry and start forming partnerships and

starting the design and engineering of a product not only we would be proud of but the country as a
whole.  

 
To achieve this we would need capital and a highly skilled and dedicated team who are driven and

passionate about electric vehicles, smart mobility, and making a stand against the use of fossil fuels
that play a role in climate change.

 
We are proud to say that we were able to form great industry partnerships, build a strong dedicated
team that is still growing, and have helped us in the design and engineering of our electric vehicles

and various components and structure of the company as a whole.
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Our Year
2020



TEAM

During our first full year of operations, we were lucky to
attract and find some of the best engineers and
designers in the country and from around the world. 

One of the most important things in our company is
creating a great culture fit for our team and making sure
that our beliefs, missions, and goals are aline. 

Our team is mission-driven and highly dedicated to
building clean mobility solutions for the continent and
developing technologies that advance electric vehicles
and autonomous driving.

PARTNERSHIPS

in 2020 we formed partnerships with suppliers, original
equipment manufacturer's and organizations involved
in the battery-electric vehicle space.

Our partnerships have open doors for us we didn't
think possible in such a short period of time.  

One of the major partnerships is that with the E-
Mobility Congress of South Africa. This Partnership has
grown that we have chosen the event as our official
place to announce and reveal our vehicle.
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Current
Situation:
Where We 
Are Now

M1B CONCEPT

We have completed the
design of the M1B

Electric Bakkie concept
vehicle.

MMC ELECTRIC PLATFORM

Our initial plan was to work
with partners for the vehicle

platform but in order to
control our own fate and have

the ability to make quick
decisions and build a robust
durable vehicle, we decided

we develop our own.

MODELS

MMC Uses a Computer Model-
Based approach to develop its

vehicles. This way we cut
development times and costs.
We have already designed our

computer models for our
vehicle development.



What's Next
2021



Concept Vehicle
M1B ELECTRIC BAKKIE

In the past year, we have had a lot of fun which also came with some
challenges in designing our fight concept vehicle, the Mazibuko M1B
Electric Bakkie(Pick-Up). 

The design language was that of creating a pick-up that was modern and
a representation of the future of cars. What we had here was a chance to
start with a clean canvas and as much we didn't want to divert too much
from how cars look today we did want to create an electric vehicle that's
trying to look like another internal combustion vehicle.

The M1B is its own vehicle, with its own identity and unique face. What we
love about our concept electric vehicle is that it doesn't try to be like any
other vehicle, it's a rugged but soft modern bakkie. 



As we continue with our model-based approached
the development of our vehicles will be starting
with the construction of our prototype vehicles
this year. 

We want to start merging physical testing with
computer simulations. 

We believe this will help us reach production
quickly while building a strong reliable vehicle. 

Prototype 
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Crowdfunding
Starting a car company is one of the hardest things to do and one of the biggest

challenges especially for a start-up based in South Africa is raising capital.
 

In order to continue with our plans our building our prototypes and refining our
products before production, we decided to crowdsource funds to do so. 

 
These funds will help push our mission of building Africa clean smart mobility and
build the technology of tomorrow. Our crowdfunding campaign will begin in March

2021. 
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New Home

One of our biggest targets and things we looking forward to is
getting a new HQ. We looking for space we can work from and do

our R&D. The facilities will be used by both our hardware and
software teams, we looking for a place we can stay and call home

right before the start of production. 

MMC HEADQUARTERS 
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MMC Share Holder &
Consumer Event

Later this year we will host our
first annual Shareholder and
consumer event. We want to

use this event as an
opportunity to showcase our
progress, new technologies,

vehicles, and more.

Mark Your Calenders

The event will be sometime in
early December. The goal to

invite our shareholders,
consumers, and media to our
headquarter for the day and 

 give everyone insight into our
company



Contact Us
EMAIL

info@mazibukomotors.com

WEBSITE

www.mazibukomotors.com


